Abstract. Dynamic reactive ionization (DRI) utilizes a reactive molecule, HCl, which is doped into an Ar cluster projectile and activated to produce protons at the bombardment site on the cold sample surface with the presence of water. The methodology has been shown to enhance the ionization of protonated molecular ions and to reduce salt suppression in complex biomatrices. In this study, we further examine the possibility of obtaining improved quantitation with DRI during depth profiling of thin films. Using a trehalose film as a model system, we are able to define optimal DRI conditions for depth profiling. Next, the strategy is applied to a multilayer system consisting of the polymer antioxidants Irganox 1098 and 1010. These binary mixtures have demonstrated large matrix effects, making quantitative SIMS measurement not feasible. Systematic comparisons of depth profiling of this multilayer film between directly using GCIB, and under DRI conditions, show that the latter enhances protonated ions for both components by 4-to~15-fold, resulting in uniform depth profiling in positive ion mode and almost no matrix effect in negative ion mode. The methodology offers a new strategy to tackle the matrix effect and should lead to improved quantitative measurement using SIMS.
Introduction
A significant obstacle to utilize secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) as a quantitative tool for materials characterization has been the observed variation of the ionization probability of the target molecule with local environment. This variation, euphemistically described as the BSIMS matrix effect^ [1] , can result in changes in signal intensity of many orders of magnitude. There has been mixed success at controlling this effect for inorganic samples by, for example, oxygen flooding [2] , composition matching [3] , and the use of internal standards [4] . Results are more problematic for organic compounds where the ionization mechanism often involves protonation or other charge transfer processes [5] . This class of compounds is now particularly important because of a growing focus on organic electronics [6] , bioimaging [7] , and molecular depth profiling [8] [9] [10] , applications made possible by the emergence of primary ions consisting of various molecular clusters, such as SF 5 + , C 60 + , and Ar n + (n = 1000-10,000) [11] [12] [13] [14] .
The SIMS matrix effect for organic compounds can be severe since the ionization probability for most molecules is a rare event, generally fewer than 1 in 10,000 [15] . Hence, charge exchange processes resulting in ion suppression or enhancement can exert an enormous effect upon the secondary ion yield. There have been recent attempts to develop a strategy to better understand and characterize the variations. The National Physical Laboratory (NPL) in the U. K. developed a complex multilayer reference material that has been subjected to a Versailles Project on Advanced Materials and Standards (VAMAS) round-robin study [5] . The results show that the largest matrix effects are observed when detecting higher mass species than lower mass species, and when employing larger primary ion clusters such as Ar 3000 + than smaller ones such as Bi 3 + . The severe matrix effects observed for the gas cluster ion sources (GCIB) are particularly problematic since these clusters generally produce mass spectra with the least amount of fragmentation and yield the best depth resolution during molecular depth profiling [5] . To address this concern, a water cluster ion source has been developed, with the aim of delivering an excess of protons to the impact area, a concept that has indeed reduced the magnitude of the matrix effect and enhanced the ion yield [16] .
Our approach to this problem has been to develop a strategy referred to as dynamic reactive ionization (DRI) [17] . With this approach, the GCIB is doped with a few percent of HCl. In the presence of H 2 O, the formation of H 3 O + and Cl -is energetically favored and provides another pathway to deliver protons to the cluster impact site. The H 2 O is introduced by leaking it into the mass spectrometer, followed by condensation onto the cold sample surface (100 K) at an optimized rate, creating a favorable surface environment for the dissociation of HCl. In previous studies, we have shown that the ionization probability can be increased by more than an order of magnitude, reaching levels comparable to those produced by the H 2 O cluster ion source or by a C 60 + ion source. Moreover, DRI has been shown to reduce salt suppression of molecular ions in complex biological tissue [18] .
In this work, the DRI strategy is applied to characterization of a multilayer organic thin film of mixed composition, consisting of pure polymer antioxidants Irganox 1010 and Irganox 1098 layer and their mixed layers. The multilayer film is similar to the NPL reference material employed in the VAMAS study discussed above. The results show that the protonated molecular ion, [M + H] + is greatly enhanced by 4-to~10-fold for both components in the thin film, leading to uniform depth profiling, which can be interpreted in a quantitative manner in positive ion mode, while almost no matrix effect was observed during the entire depth profile in negative ion mode compared with non-DRI conditions.
Experimental

Materials
Trehalose films were prepared by spin-coating of a trehalose solution onto a Si substrate. D-(+)-trehalose dehydrate (BioReagent; Sigma, Milwaukee, WI, USA) was dissolved into HPLC water at concentration of 0.5 M. An aliquot of 100 μL of the 0.5 M solution was spin-coated (Laurell, WS-650MZ-23NPP/UD2, North Wales, PA, USA) onto a pre-cleaned Cu wafer (sonicated in chloroform, HPLC water, and methanol for 5 min, respectively) at 4000 rpm, resulting in a uniform film of 200 nm in thickness [19] . The multilayer Irganox1010/Irganox1098 samples were purchased from NPL, UK. The film was deposited onto finely polished Si or Cu substrates (9.5 mm × 9.5 mm, 0.5 mm thickness) with the layer sequence as shown schematically in Supplementary Figure S1 , consisting of 100 nm thick Irganox 1098, 50% Irganox 1010:50% Irganox 1098 mixture, Irganox 1010, and Irganox 1098 layers, respectively, refereed as layer 1 to 4 in the following. In order to simplify the discussion, the two components will be referred as B1098^and B1010^, respectively. The thickness of each layer was monitored during the deposition process at NPL by a quartz crystal microbalance calibrated by spectroscopic ellipsometry. The composition of the mixed layer was confirmed at NPL by XPS and Ar cluster sputter depth profiling [20] .
SIMS Measurement
The concept of DRI to enhance the protonation probability of sputtered molecules has been described in detail elsewhere [17] . Briefly, a hybrid Ar cluster projectile is formed by mixing the reactive species, HCl in this case, into the backing gas driving the supersonic expansion. HCl is hydrolyzed at the cluster impact site in the presence of H 2 O, yielding the free hydronium ion, H 3 O + , to assist the protonation of molecules. In the experiments described here, we use a premixed gas of 10% HCl in Ar (Praxair, Toledo, OH, USA), which is further diluted with pure Ar gas to achieve the desired HCl content. The gas mixture was then used to operate a 20 keV gas cluster ion source (GCIB 20; Ionoptika, Southampton, UK) at a backing pressure of 18 bar. Throughout the experiments, the HCl content in the backing gas was varied between 1.25% and 5%. As shown in our previous experiments with mixed cluster beams, we expect the actual HCl content of the projectile cluster ions to be higher [21] . HCl doped Ar n + cluster ions with a size distribution centered around n = 2000-3000 atoms and a half width of~±900 atoms were selected for this study, abbreviated as Ar n + (x% HCl) in the following discussion. The currents of the mixed cluster ion beam were between 50 and 150 pA depending upon the HCl dopant level.
The depth profiling experiments were accomplished using a J105 3D Chemical Imager by Ionoptika, UK [22] by simultaneous acquisition of a sequence of images and sputter erosion with the ion beam rastered over the analysis area. The ion beam was operated in a pulsed mode with varying duty cycles in order to avoid excessive charging of the surface. The ion fluence accumulated during each of these imaging cycles (in the following referred to as Blayers^) was of the order of 5 × 10 -2 ions/nm 2 . Precaution was taken to make sure that the ion beam spot size on the sample was larger than the image pixel size, thereby ensuring a homogeneous fluence distribution across the raster area. During the depth profile, H 2 O was introduced into the analysis chamber by means of a controllable leak valve connected to a vial containing water when the sample stage was cooled to 100 K. The water pressure was monitored using a residual gas analyzer (Spectra, Morgan Hill, CA, USA) and recorded through the entire measurement.
The J105 instrument features a Daley type ion detector, which records the signal using an 8 bit transient digitizer (Ortec FastFlight II; Oak Ridge, TN, USA). Therefore, the recorded flight time spectrum represents the ion signal in somewhat arbitrary digitizer units, which will in the following plots be displayed on the signal intensity scale. Experiments comparing the FastFlight output to the ion count rate measured by a timeto-digital converter have revealed that the FastFlight output must be divided by a factor of the order of 60 in order to arrive at the true detected ion counts. In order to be able to compare signal levels obtained in different experiments, the measured mass peak integral (in arbitrary digitizer units) is normalized by the primary ion current (in pA) and an arbitrary constant of 10 3 . Our previous DRI study performed on trehalose films suggested that the higher signal intensity induced by the projectile assisted surface chemistry can be dynamically controlled and maintained during depth profiling by finely adjusting the background partial pressure of D 2 O water vapor in the analysis chamber [17] . In these experiments, it was found that the chemical reaction between HCl entrained in the projectile and the D 2 O molecules adsorbed on the surface lead to H/D exchange reactions within the sputtered molecules, thereby greatly complicating the measured mass spectra. Based upon these results, we further tested the feasibility of the DRI approach to perform actual depth profiling using H 2 The depth profiles were recorded both in positive and negative secondary ion mode. In both modes, it was found that compensation of surface charging induced by the ion bombardment is extremely important in order to obtain reproducible results. The first precaution was taken by mounting the sample underneath a stainless steel grid of 0.1 mm thickness with 1 mm mesh width, and each depth profile was acquired on a fresh sample area in the center of a new grid. In positive ion mode, charge compensation was performed by co-bombarding the surface with a defocused 10 eV He + ion beam at a total current of about 3 μA in order to avoid the negative surface charge induced by the high total secondary ion yield. In negative ion mode, an electron flood gun was used at 20 eV electron energy delivering a defocused beam of about 1 nA current in order to compensate for positive charge induced by high secondary ion and electron yields. In some cases, particularly in the negative ion mode, both the He + and the electron beam were used simultaneously in order to provide compensation for charging in either direction.
Sputter Rate Measurement
In order to determine the total film thickness along with possible variations of the erosion rate between different layers, a wedge crater was eroded into the Irganox multilayer sample. The process used to erode such craters is described in detail elsewhere [23] [24] [25] . Briefly, the sample surface was eroded using the Ar 3k + projectile ion beam operated in DC mode and rastered across an area of 500 × 500 μm 2 with 128 × 128 pixel within 128 frames and a pixel dwell time of about 20 μs. In each frame, one more line is skipped from the raster, leading to a linear increase of the applied ion fluence between zero and its maximum value from one side to the other side of the crater. The frame set was then repeated until the substrate was reached on the deep side of the crater. The wedge crater was then profiled by a wide scan range atomic force microscope (AFM) (NPX200; Seiko Instruments Inc., Iwate, Japan) in order to determine the erosion rate at different depth of the sample.
Results and Discussion
Synopsis
This section is organized as follows. First, we investigate the merits of the DRI scheme by comparing the useful molecular ion yield determined on trehalose films with those obtained under Bnormal^molecular depth profiling conditions using other cluster projectiles. We then present the first complete DRI depth profile of an entire film, which was obtained on this system using an HCl doped Ar GCIB in combination with simultaneous H 2 O adsorption. In order to investigate the influence of the DRI modality on the matrix effect often observed in multicomponent organic molecular depth profiles, we then switch to the Irganox multilayer system and compare molecular depth profiles taken with the pure and HCl doped Ar GCIB alone and under H 2 O dosing conditions, respectively.
Trehalose
In order examine the prospects of molecular depth profiling under DRI conditions, trehalose was investigated as a model system since it has been employed in our previous study [17] introducing the reactive ionization mechanism as a means of enhancing molecular ion intensities via [M + H] + ion formation. The depth profile of a 200-nm-thick film of trehalose under DRI conditions, which employs 20 keV Ar 1500 + (5% HCl) cluster ion beam with simultaneous introduction of water vapor into the analysis chamber, is shown in Figure 1 . A more detailed plot of all relevant recorded signals is shown in the Supporting Figure S2 . In the beginning of the profile, the H 2 O partial pressure was gradually increased, until after removal of about 60 layers nearly optimum conditions for [ ion exhibits a steep decay as expected, while the other two molecule-specific ions exhibit pronounced interface maxima, which strongly deteriorates the depth resolution. From these observations, we conclude that it is in principle possible to establish and maintain DRI conditions throughout a molecular depth profile.
In order to judge the prospects of DRI with respect to protonation enhancement, it is of interest to compare useful yields (i.e., the probability that a molecule removed from the surface by sputtering is being detected as a protonated molecular ion). Trehalose films have been investigated by many laboratories as a reproducible testing platform for molecular depth profiling experiments, and therefore one can deduce useful yields for the molecule-specific ions of this material obtained under bombardment with practically all different cluster projectiles that are now routinely being used in molecular SIMS depth profiling. The results are compiled in Table 1 , which shows useful yield values calculated from published ToF-SIMS data as indicated in the table. In order to arrive at the displayed values, the molecule-specific secondary ion signal measured at the beginning of the depth profile was divided by the number of sputtered molecule equivalents removed. The latter is given as the product of the ion fluence applied to acquire the spectrum, the sputter yield (in molecules per ion), and the raster area of the ion beam during spectrum acquisition. The sputter yield was determined from the ion fluence needed to remove a film of given thickness, using the molecule density of trehalose of 2.7 molecules/nm 3 . Although the data underlying the values in Table 1 were acquired using different instruments exhibiting, in principle, different transmission and detection probability for the secondary ions, this difference was disregarded in the compilation. The magnitude of the resulting deviation was checked by comparing data tabulated for the same projectile obtained on different instruments and was found to be small enough that at least the order of magnitude of the tabulated useful yield values remains unchanged.
As a result, the largest useful yield of all molecule-specific ions is obtained for the [M -OH] + fragment ion using C 60 projectiles. Small bismuth or gold clusters, as predominantly used for data acquisition in many modern commercial ToF-SIMS instruments, generate this fragment ion at comparable but slightly lower useful yield values, whereas bare Ar clusters apparently do not ionize very well and exhibit useful yields that are at least an order of magnitude lower. If the comparison is restricted to the formation of the protonated molecule [M + H] + , the picture changes. Here, the small metal cluster projectiles generate useful yield values, which are by an order of magnitude lower than those obtained with C 60 . Pure Ar clusters perform even worse, and it is this situation we want to improve by incorporating reactive species into the cluster projectile. The data show that DRI may indeed increase the useful yield to a similar level as observed with C 60 + . It should be noted that a similar ionization efficiency can be obtained by adding NaCl to the trehalose film and monitoring the [M + Na] + sodium adduct ion [17] . As shown by the Vickerman group, a pure water cluster ion beam may generate a similar enhancement of the protonation efficiency compared with Ar clusters, reaching a Table 1 . Useful yield of molecule-specific secondary ions measured under bombardment of trehalose with different cluster projectile ions. The values were calculated from the published ToF-SIMS molecular depth profile data (see references) as described in the text 6 × 10
4 × 10 . This observation suggests that in this case, the observed useful yield might not be limited by a poor ionization efficiency alone. Instead, it is speculated that there might be other effects, such as, for instance, a relatively efficient fragmentation of the sputtered molecules, which limits the useful yield for this system.
Irganox
The Irganox multilayer system investigated here is similar to that used in a recent VAMAS round-robin study conducted by NPL [27] . We will, therefore, organize the discussion of the measured depth profiles along the lines outlined previously. Here we focus on the molecular ions, i.e., the pro- In the absence of matrix effects, and under steady state sputtering conditions, the signal measured for a component i should be given as
where I i denotes the measured signal, φ i denotes the concentration (or volume fraction) of species i in the sample, and Y denotes the sputter yield (i.e., the average number of molecule equivalents removed per projectile impact. The proportionality factor in Equation (1) is the absolute sensitivity factor, which includes the survival probability of a sputtered molecule against fragmentation, its ionization probability during the emission event, along with an instrumental detection efficiency of the emitted secondary ion. It is important to realize that this quantity only remains constant during the acquisition of a depth profile, if all three of the contributing factors do not change as a function of the sample composition. In addition, it is of note that the sputter yield will, in general, also depend on the composition, particularly in cases where the pure components exhibit significantly different yields and, therefore, cannot a priori be assumed to remain constant either. Only in cases where neither the absolute sensitivity factor nor the sputter yield vary as a function of composition, Equation (1) reduces to
with I 1 i being the signal measured for a pure layer of species i. In the case of a molecular depth profile, another peculiarity arises from the fact that there may be crosstalk between different components. Other species present in the sample might contribute to the signal at the molecular ion mass of species i, which must be subtracted from I i (φ i ) in order to quantify the depth profile. In the two component system studied here, the background signal I 0 i generated by the pure film of the second component, corresponding to φ i = 0, can be used. Using the corrected intensity I i (φ i ) − I 0 i , Equation (2) forms the basis of the discussion in ref. [27] . Moreover, in cases where the sputter yield changes as a function of composition, Equation (2) can still be used to define a relative sensitivity factor RSF i j as the ratio of the absolute sensitivity for species i to that of a reference component j. Following the protocol outlined previously [27] , we assume that the sputter yield remains constant for the Irganox1098/Irganox1010 layer system but we will cross-examine that assumption later and quantify the deviation from the ideal behavior of Equation (2) by calculating the matrix effect magnitude as
with Ξ = 0 indicating ideal (matrix effect free) behavior, Ξ < 0 indicating suppression and Ξ > 0 indicating enhancement of the secondary ion formation for component i. For the two-component multilayer sample, there is only one value of φ i = 0.5 within layer 2 in addition to the pure layers with φ i = 1 for i =Irganox 1098 (layers1 and 3) and Irganox 1010 (layer 4), respectively. We therefore approximate the integral in Equation (4) by a polygon yielding
using the normalized intensity N(φ) = (I(φ) − I 0 )/(I 1 − I 0 ) as introduced previously [27] .
C 60 Projectiles
For reference, we begin the discussion with a depth profile measured using a 40 keV C 60 + ion beam. A plot of the relevant positive and negative secondary ions (i.e., the protonated or deprotonated parent molecule of 1098 and 1010, respectively) versus the applied ion fluence is depicted in Figure 2 . From a visual inspection of the data, it is seen that the negative secondary ions reflect the true composition of the sample, whereas the positive ions exhibit an extreme matrix effect in the sense that the sensitivity factor of the 1098 molecule must be enhanced by the presence of 1010. As a consequence, the negative spectrum resolves all four layers of the sample with the expected dip of the 1098 intensity within layer 2 to nearly half of that measured in the pure 1098 layers (layer 1 and 3), accompanied by nearly half the 1010 signal in layer 2 compared with the pure 1010 layer (layer 4). Quantification of this profile is easy and yields normalized intensities N 1098 À Á ¼ 0:34, resulting in Ξ 1098 = + 0.14 and Ξ 1010 = − 0.16. In other words, the 1098 intensity is slightly enhanced by the presence of 1010, whereas that of 1010 is slightly suppressed by the presence of 1098. The matrix effect is weak. The fact that both values of Ξ are nearly identical indicates that there is a constant RSF between the two components, leading to a linear correlation between both signals.
The positive spectrum, on the other hand, reflects a strong matrix effect in the sense that the 1098 signal does not drop at all in layer 2, indicating that the formation of this ion must be strongly enhanced by the presence of 1010. On the other hand, the 1010 signal appears to be higher in the pure 1098 layers than in the 1010-containing layer 2, indicating strong crosstalk between both components. As a consequence, the layer structure cannot be resolved and the profile is not quantifiable, formally giving a normalized intensity N 1098 1 2 À Á ¼ 1:05 corresponding to Ξ 1098 = + 0.55, while the normalized intensity of 1010 would be negative.
Pure Ar Cluster Projectiles
As the next step, we examine the depth profile measured with a pure Ar GCIB as shown in Figure 3 . In both the positive and negative secondary ion mode, the 1098 profile obviously cannot be quantified since there is a signal increase between the first pure 1098 layer and the second mixed layer. This result is similar to that observed in the positive spectrum under C 60 bombardment. Interestingly, both the protonation and the deprotonation efficiency of the 1098 molecule must, therefore, be significantly enhanced by the presence of 1010. From the 1010 signal, on the other hand, all four layers can be identified in the negative mode, while this is again not possible in the positive mode. From the absence of a positive 1010 signal rising above the 1098-induced crosstalk background, we find that the reduced intensity of this signal must be limited to N 1010 < 0.06, yielding Ξ 1010 + in excess of -0.44, whereas the resulting value for the negative 1010 signal is much better. Interestingly, this signal increases during removal of both the intermixed layer 2 (+18%) and the pure layer 4 (+44%). This increase, which is also observed with a HCl doped cluster ion beam (see below), also appears in the positive mode and is clearly reproducible. We will come back to this observation shortly. Since the signal in layer 4 is not constant, it is not clear where the reference value I 1 1010 needed for quantification should be taken. As a result, we arrive at a possible range Ξ 1010 − = 0.14 … 0.18 depending upon whether the reference signal is taken at the end or the beginning of this layer.
The positive ion spectrum again shows a rise of the 1098 signal within the intermixed layer 2, yielding a normalized intensity that cannot be quantified and is associated with 1.60) and another increase at the second interface (corresponding to Ξ 1098 − ≃ 0.40). There are two possible explanations for this increase. Either the signal variation is influenced by an instrumental artifact, for instance a variation of the charge compensation efficiency due to the decreasing distance to the underlying substrate, or the matrix effect is extremely large in this case, leading to a strong signal increase as soon as the first 1010 containing second layer is reached. Since there will always be a residual 1010 content throughout the removal of the following third layer induced by interface mixing, this may suffice to keep the deprotonation efficiency of the 1098 molecule high, leading to a higher signal level. At present, we cannot clearly differentiate between these two possibilities, but we note that in the former case, the apparent reproducibility of the effect would appear surprising.
HCl Doped Ar Cluster Projectiles
Depth profiles measured with the HCl doped GCIB are shown in Figure 4 . The first observation is that the signal levels obtained with these projectiles are practically identical to those obtained with the pure Ar GCIB. Again, it is seen that the negative ion spectrum allows a clear identification of all four sample layers, whereas the positive spectrum cannot be quantified. Although the profiles look somewhat similar to those obtained under bombardment with pure Ar clusters as shown in Figure 3 , there are distinct differences that are noteworthy. First, the matrix effect observed for the positive ion 1098 signal is reduced, since the signal does not increase in the mixed layer 2. Based upon the interfaces shown in the negative ion mode, it appears there is a slight signal decrease in this layer, leading to a Ξ 1098 + value slightly below +0.5. Second, the profile obtained in negative ion mode is improved over that measured under pure Ar cluster bombardment. The expected signal variation is similar to that observed under C 60 bombardment. A detailed analysis of the normalized intensities observed in layer 2 yields Ξ 1098 − = + 0.28 and Ξ 1010 − = − 0.11 … − 0.15, the latter again depending on where in layer 4 the 1010 reference signal is taken. As already observed under pure Ar cluster bombardment, the 1010 signal increases during removal of both the intermixed layer 2 (+27%) and the pure layer 4 (+42%), indicating an enhancement of either the deprotonation probability or the partial molecule sputter yield which might be induced by the approaching substrate interface. In view of the latter, one could either imagine an enhancement of the total sputter yield (which would equally influence all measured signals) or a decreased fragmentation probability of the sputtered molecules. Inspection of the mass spectra reveals that all recorded fragment signals as well as the [M + Cl]
-chlorine adduct ion signal exhibit the same variation (see Supporting Figure S5 for details), so that the most likely cause of the observed signal rise is an increase in the total sputter yield as the interface to the underlying silicon substrate is approached.
HCl Doped Ar Clusters and H 2 O Adsorption
As the next step, we discuss the merits of the DRI scheme by combining the HCl doped Ar GCIB bombardment with the simultaneous adsorption of H 2 O onto the sample surface from a controlled water vapor atmosphere. By monitoring the water cluster ion signals in the SIMS spectrum and carefully controlling the H 2 O partial pressure to keep these signals constant, it is possible to obtain a depth profile under dynamically maintained reactive ionization conditions, as already shown in Figure 5 . The most notable difference to the data presented in Figures 2−4 is the fact that all four layers of the sample can be identified in positive ion mode. Moreover, the signal levels in the positive ion spectrum are drastically increased, whereas those of the negative ions remain virtually unchanged. Both findings are expected, since the projectile assisted surface chemistry induced by the reaction of HCl entrained in the projectile with the adsorbed H 2 O molecules leads to the production of (H 2 O)H + ions, thereby improving the protonation efficiency while leaving the deprotonation efficiency unchanged [17] . It should be noted that if the same experiment is repeated with a pure Ar GCIB under simultaneous H 2 O flooding conditions, the resulting profiles look virtually identical to those obtained without any water/ice coverage as presented in Figure 3 . Hence, the signal enhancement must be caused by the reactive ionization effect. If corrected for differences in primary ion current, the magnitude of the increase is~4× (1098) and~15× (1010), thereby boosting the 1010 signal to roughly the same relative level (several percent) compared with the 1098 ion signal as observed in the negative spectrum. This finding shows that the relatively low 1010 signal observed in the positive ion spectrum under pure Ar GCIB bombardment must in part be due to incomplete ionization of sputtered intact 1010 molecules. Moreover, the fact that under DRI conditions both ionization modes yield similar signal ratios suggests that the still lower signal measured for 1010 may in part be caused by fragmentation of the larger 1010 molecule compared with its smaller 1098 counterpart rather than inefficient ionization.
Under DRI conditions, it is now possible to quantify the positive ion profile. From the data in the upper panel of Figure 5 , the normalized intensities are N 1098 = 0.76 and N 1010 = 0.18 in the intermixed layer, leading to Ξ 1098 + = + 0.26 and Ξ 1010 + = − 0.32. Even though the DRI modality improves the quantifiability of the profile, there is still a remaining matrix effect, which can be seen by the nonlinear correlation between both signals as shown in Figure 6 . Specifically, note that the data points circled in the Figure correspond to the intermixed layer with 50% stoichiometry. In the absence of matrix effects, these points should be located in the center of the straight line as indicated in the Figure. For the negative ion profile in Figure 5 , there is a less favorable situation with normalized intensity values of N 1098 = 0.88 and N 1010 = 0.22 in the intermixed layer, yielding Ξ 1098 − = + 0.33 and Ξ 1010 − = − 0.28, respectively. If analyzed under comparable DRI conditions, the positive ion spectrum provides a quantitatively better representation of the intermixed layer stoichiometry than the negative ion spectrum, a finding which is in contrast to all other analysis conditions explored in the VAMAS round-robin study of this material [27] . It is a clear indication that the reactive ionization enhancement via HCl induced surface chemistry is effective, since this approach is specifically designed to boost the positive ionization via protonation of a sputtered molecule.
An interesting question regarding the DRI protocol is how the ionization efficiency depends upon the HCl content in the projectile and/or the water/ice coverage of the surface. In order to investigate this question, depth profiles were taken at different HCl doping levels using the same partial H 2 O pressure during the analysis. The results are shown in the Supporting Information (Supporting Figure S7 ) and reveal that both the signal level and the quality of the depth profile decrease if the dopant level is increased. In fact, we find an HCl content of about 1% to 2% in the expansion gas forming the cluster ion beam to yield optimum DRI conditions. At this level, we observe that higher water vapor pressure tends to improve the quality of the depth profile. As an example, depth profiles of the negative quasimolecular ions [M -H] -and [M + Cl] -are shown in Figure 7 , which were recorded using the same dopant level as employed for the profile shown in Figure 5 , albeit at a higher H 2 O partial pressure leading to a higher water/ice surface coverage. It is seen that the quality of the depth profile with regard to quantitation is improved, yielding normalized intensity values of N 1098 = 0.54 and N 1010 = 0.28 … 0.44 in the intermixed layer, the latter depending on where exactly the signal is taken in the slightly sloping signal gradient observed in layer 2. These values correspond to Ξ 1098 − = + 0.04 and Ξ 1010 − = − 0.06 … 0.22 and represent the closest approximation of the true layer stoichiometry that could be achieved in this work. From these observations, we conclude that higher water/ice coverage improves the dissociation efficiency of the HCl molecules entrained in the projectile, as would be expected from basic chemistry reaction dynamics. On the other hand, we note that care must be taken when increasing the H 2 O partial pressure during the analysis in order to avoid the accumulation of an ice overlayer on the surface. The water/ice coverage is determined by an equilibrium between deposition and sputter removal of water molecules. The former is governed by the H 2 O partial pressure and the surface temperature, the latter critically depends on the sputter yield. Particularly in cases where the sputter rate of water ice is slower than that of the organic film, ice patches will accumulate at the surface as soon as the equilibrium H 2 O surface concentration of 1 is reached. In these patches, erosion will slow down and a net deposition of ice will occur. As a consequence, the dynamic equilibrium is lost and the surface starts to be covered with a strongly inhomogeneous, growing ice film. In this case the useful molecular ion signals and the observed depth resolution are degraded. It is clear that this situation must be avoided, even if this may lead to a slightly less than optimal reactive ionization efficiency.
Sputter Yields
The sputter yield volume (i.e., the sample volume removed per projectile ion impact) is easily derived from a depth profile across a film of known thickness, provided the interface between the film and the surrounding material can clearly be identified. In order to determine the individual layer thicknesses in NPL sample, a wedge crater was eroded into the film using the pure Ar cluster ion beam. The rationale behind this approach is that variations of the erosion rate as a function of depth can be detected on this way as a varying slope of the wedge shaped crater bottom [24, 25] . An AFM image of the resulting crater is shown in the Supporting Figure S8 . A line scan perpendicular to the wedge direction (indicated by the white line) yields a total crater depth of 420 nm. Since the silicon substrate is not significantly eroded by the Ar cluster ion beam, this depth therefore corresponds to the total thickness of the Irganox multilayer film. From Figure 3 , it is seen that an Ar 3000 + ion fluence of about 5 ions/nm 2 is needed to remove the film, corresponding to an average sputter yield volume of~84 nm 3 . This value is, by a factor 2.4, smaller than the yield measured under 40 keV C 60 + bombardment, as seen by comparing the profiles shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 . A line scan along the wedge direction is shown in the upper panel of Figure 8 . It is seen that the slope of the curve indeed varies, as indicated by the thick lines underlying the data. This variation allows determination of the relative erosion rate of the different layers. First, it is noted that the sample must have been covered by a thin layer of about 10 nm thickness, which is eroded extremely slowly. We presume that this is caused by a surface oxide layer or an ice overlayer that had been formed on the cold sample surface prior to the analysis due to the water desorption process by warming the sample to -120°C and recooling the sample. In the DRI experiment, the result of which is presented in Figure 5 , the water doping and SIMS acquisition started at the same time at the optimized the equilibrium condition; therefore, no water condensation was on the sample surface.
In order to verify the layer identification, a SIMS image of the wedge crater was acquired in negative secondary ion mode using the C 60 + ion beam, and a line scan across that image was performed along the same wedge direction as the AFM scan. The result of this analysis is shown in the bottom panel of Figure 8 . It is seen that the interfaces between the different layers, which are marked by vertical lines, allow a precise definition of the layer boundaries in the AFM scan. Moreover, the SIMS data confirm that the shallow surface overlayer identified in the AFM data indeed exists and shows a very low SIMS signal as well. The thickness of the individual layers of the Irganox multilayer sample, which was determined from this analysis, is shown in Table 2 . By converting the different slopes indicated in Figure 8 into an erosion rate, the sputter yields for the different layers can be calculated as listed in Table 2 along with the related individual layer thickness. The first observation is that all four layers appear to have roughly the same thickness of about 105 nm, which was targeted by the film deposition process. Moreover, the AFM data reveal that the assumption of a constant sputter yield throughout the depth profile is incorrect. While the pure 1098 layers (layers 1, 3) and the intermixed layer (layer 2) exhibit a similar sputter yield, the erosion rate of the pure 1010 layer (layer 4) appears to be significantly larger. This finding is consistent with the observation in the depth profiles, which consistently show that the removal of this layer requires about 33% less ion fluence than that required to remove the first three layers. Interestingly, this difference is not as pronounced in the depth profiles obtained under C 60 + ion sputtering, indicating that in this case the sputter yields of Irganox 1098 and Irganox 1010 are closer.
These observations bear an important consequence regarding the quantitation of the measured signals. Following Equation (1), the relative intensities measured in layer 4 must be corrected for the enhanced sputter yield and, hence, scaled down by about 34% before being compared with the signals measured in the remaining layers. As a consequence, the normalized 1010 intensity N 1010 calculated for the intermixed layer is increased, leading to a more quantitative representation of the layer stoichiometry. For the depth profile analysis performed under DRI conditions, this results in a residual matrix effect magnitude of Ξ 1098 + = + 0.26 and Ξ 1010 + = − 0.26 in the positive ion spectrum (upper panel of Figure 5 ) and Ξ 1098 − = + 0.04 and Ξ 1010 − = − 0.04 in the negative spectrum ( Figure 7 ).
Conclusions
The experiments performed here demonstrate that the DRI modality can successfully be employed to enhance the ionization probability of molecule-specific secondary ions via protonation or deprotonation of intact sputtered target molecules. As a result, a more uniform ionization efficiency among different molecules is obtained, leading to a reduction of intermolecular matrix effects, particularly when depth profiling is performed in the positive ion mode. The data show that it is possible to dynamically establish and maintain optimum conditions to tune the surface chemistry between reactive species (here: HCl) entrained in the cluster projectile and a water/ice coverage throughout an entire depth profile across an organic multilayer film of about half a micrometer thickness. In the particular example studied here, DRI yields improved molecular depth profiles on the NPL multilayer system, which are otherwise not quantitatively interpretable. Using the DRI modality, all different layers of the sample can clearly be identified and reasonably characterized according to their stoichiometric composition both in the positive and in the negative secondary ion spectrum. This task is impossible when using a pure Ar GCIB for sputtering and data acquisition. In particular, we find that the DRI leaves the sputter yield obtained with an Ar cluster ion beam unchanged, as long as the buildup of a thick ice overlayer is avoided; enhances the signal level of protonated molecules [M + H] + by factors of 4× (1098) and 15× (1010) compared with pure Ar cluster projectiles, and by a factor of 5× with respect to that obtained under bombardment with C 60 + ions of twice the impact energy; provides a more uniform ionization efficiency between different molecules that cannot be obtained under pure Ar cluster ion bombardment, and hence renders an otherwise uninterpretable molecular secondary ion depth profile taken in the positive ion mode interpretable in a quantitative manner.
The data also show that the quantification of depth profiles taken in the negative ion mode may benefit from the projectile induced surface chemistry. Using the DRI scheme in connection with a relatively large H 2 O surface concentration, we obtain an almost matrix effect-free representation of the intermixed Irganox 1098/1010 layer, which outperforms the result obtained with C 60 + projectiles.
